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                  A project? Found on Kangaroo Island, Australia!  
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CLUB CALENDAR 2018 

 Sun 22 Apr: Drive it Day and Cotswold Rally 

 Tues 24 Apr: Talk by David Vernon on Defford Airfield and development of Radar 

 Tues 29 May: Talk by Phil Baildon, A7CA Archivist 

 Wed 6 Jun: Visit to GWR Toddington ( More details in Chair Chat) 

 Tues 26 Jun: Evening Rally in your Austin 

 Tues 31 Jul: Evening Rally (Meal at The Bull at Wootton Wawen or Fish 'n Chips?) 

 Tues 28 Aug: Bring an Interesting Item Evening 

 Tues 25 Sep: AGM 

 Sun 21 Oct: Autumn Leaves (tbc) 

 Tues 30 Oct: Bring 'n Buy 

 Fri-Sun 9/10/11 Nov: NEC Classic Car Show 

 Tues 27 Nov: Talk by Nigel Bishop on Jephson Gardens, Royal Leamington Spa 

 Tues 11 Dec: Christmas Meal (tbc) 
 

Other shows of possible interest: 

     

 MAY 12/13 Sat/Sun: Bidford Village Gathering 

 MAY 26th/27th Sat/Sun:  Ragley Hall Classic Car Event 

 MAY 28th Monday: Bidford Gliding Club 'Wings and Wheels' 

 JUNE 3rd SUN: Wollaton Park, Autokana, Nottingham ( See PWA7C website) 

 JUNE 10th Sun: Churchill Village and Classic Car Show 

 JUNE Sat early : Defford Air Show  Date tbc 

 JULY 27-29th : Welland Steam Fair 

 AUGUST 19th Sun: Tewkesbury Classic Vehicle Festival 

 AUGUST 12th   Mary Ann Hospice Classic Transport Festival, Nuneaton , Warks  

 SEPTEMBER 9h MA7C Rally Hatton Country World  ( this is the correct date, disregard the 
6th) 

 SEPTEMBER 15th/16th Stoke Prior Steam Rally 
 

For further details see their websites. 

 

Cotswold Run, Sunday April 22nd  /Drive It Day 

And Snowshill Manor Rally, Saturday 7th July    MA7C Events 

See details further in this news letter. 



 

 

 

Organisers error, there is no picnicking area at the Cotswold Run Lunch stop. However, they do 

offer a wide range of snacks and 'specials of the day' apart from their Hog Roast, which has been 

laid on especially for MA7C. There is an entry form for the Cotswold Run, elsewhere in this 

Newsletter. On the Tuesday, club night after the Cotswold Run, there is a talk by David Vernon 

on RAF, Defford and the development of Radar. According to our Secretary, Bob Prophet, who 

heard this talk at a Morris Minor Branch event, it was as good as Rusty Waughman's on his WW2 

experiences and complementary to it. And despite the title, the MM Branch ladies enjoyed it 

too. Your pilot relies on Radar, all the way to your holiday airport and back. A number of 

significant items came out of the A7CA AGM, firstly Hugh Barnes retired as their Secretary at the 

end his 3 year stint. OK, he had done a good job but there is no successor and evidently no 

clause in the constitution to manage such a situation. Secondly, the editor has left the post, so 

that the Grey Mag is now 'managed by a committee'. Watch this space or publication 2018C. The 

Registrar was due to retire but his replacement has been taken ill so the Registrar has agreed to 

carry on. And finally, after 40 years at the same price The Grey Mag is to have a price rise, initally 

from £1.00 up to £1.50 in 2019 and later up to £2.00. No argument with that, but with benefit of 

20/20 hindsight, a few small increases during the period would have been painless and maybe 

could have funded other projects.  

John Roberts is not enjoy the greatest of health currently and is a resident of Worcester Hospital. 

He is awaiting a transfer to University Hospital Coventry and Warwickshire, where he is well 

known and they are probably better able to tune him and his Cardiac gizmos. We wish him a 

quick move, a successful tune up and a speedy recovery. 

 

 That's all for now. 

 See you on the Cotswold. Brem 

************************************************************** 

Recent new members             
 
The committee would like to extend a warm welcome to the following new members - 

Daniel Wilkes, Mike Theaker, Paul Briggs and Michael Shufflebottom. 
 

Brem has requested the following advert is re-run, but I do understand the deadline 
for entries will be past. Please contact Brem ASAP if you want to go.  ED 





 

 

              Snowshill Village Fete and 

Snowshill Manor 

Rally 2018 

Saturday 7
th

 July 2018 

You are invited to enter a rally at Snowshill Village fete. The gathering with be held in the Fete car park, where 

spaces at the front, will be reserved for members as an extra attraction to the village fete. The delightful Cotswold 

Village of Snowshill has an annual fete with stalls and all the usual attractions, while also being an interesting village 

to visit. There is a pub and church, the majority of the fete being by the Village Hall. Nearby is “Cotswold Lavender” 

farm. 

Over the road from the car park is the National Trust Snowshill Manor. This house was owned by Charles Wade who 

filled it with treasures he collected from around the world. He lived in the Priests House and used the main house to 

display his collections. Entry is available with your National Trust membership card. There is a tea rooms, gardens, 

and the main house. It is a steeply sloping site and has steps to access.  

Entry to the Rally is free, but we need to know your attendance to reserve spaces. The Rally opens at 11.00. The fete 

starts at 2.30 and Snowshill Manor gardens and tea rooms open at 11.00 and the house at 12.00. You could visit the 

house, then have lunch, and then go to the fete.  

A self-judging concours will be for classes shown below. All vehicles must have insurance, and vehicles entered 

before 30
th

 June will be included in the entry list. 

Directions: Snowshill is located 21/2 miles from Broadway and is signposted from the A44, postcode:WR12 7JU                                                                                 

Car Classes 

1 Austin 7 Black Rad                                    2 Austin 7 Chrome Rad 

                                           3 Austin 7 Painted Rad (Ruby’s)                 4 Non Austin 7 

To enter send your completed form to : Andy Lowe, 38, Kingswood Road, West Heath, Birmingham B31 4RP. Please 

enclose a SAE if you require confirmation of entry. . Further enquires: 0121 477 0547 or e-mail: 

lowespeed07@gmail.com 

Snowshill Village Fete Gathering, Saturday 7th July 2018 

Name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…  

 Registration No……………………………………...Make…………………….. Year & Model…………………………..................................... 

Tel No (Optional)………………………………………………    Class entered……………………………National Trust member   Yes  /  No 

entry complete □      SAE enclosed, if confirmation required □ 

                                             



   Crufts.         

Yes, it's not a transport themed show but you would be a little surprised what you find on your tour of 

the five halls it covered. We were there showing our girl in the miniature Bull terrier class on Terrier and 

Hound day. I will not bore you with too much information but here are a few facts worth mentioning.  

There were 340 Staffordshire bull terriers in two rings one for girls and one for boys . 480 Whippets again 

two rings and 600 Golden retrievers two rings. At two to three minutes a dog I will leave you to do the 

maths. No breaks for lunch the best example of all the breeds, and I have chosen only three, must be 

ready to go head to head that evening. 

Our breed is a vulnerable breed with only a hundred registered in the last year, we shared the ring with 

their larger standard bull terrier relatives. 

There were 27,000 dogs judged over the four days, and 170,000 public paid to view. 

Now for the bit that may be of interest,   

 

 

Bedford very nice livery caught 

just before the rush. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You normally wait around for 

hours at a metal pole in the 

ground, this one waits for you. 



 

 

 

 

 

There have been a number 

of these at other shows, 

but worth a photo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An Ex ambulance with 

central blue lamp on the 

roof and bell still in place was also doing a good trade near discover dogs. 

Rikk Harrison................. 

 

 

      Technical tips, member profiles (posh for tell us about 

your Austineering), photos and anything really you would like to include in your news letter.  ED 

 



 
 

MA7C Visit to the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam Railway  
starting at Toddington Station 

 at 09.30 prompt on Wednesday, 6th June, 2018  
There are 40 places for MA7C members and wives/partners for this chance to ride on steam again. We 
will be visiting: 

09.30hrs Assemble at Toddington station, and purchase tickets  
10.00hrs Steam Train departs for Winchcombe, 

where we visit Coach and Carriage Workshops with guides.  
11.22hrs depart Winchcombe to visit the new station at Broadway. 

12.15hrs Return to Toddington to take Luncheon*  
After  luncheon, we walk to view the 'Yard' with guides. 

Following the Yard visit, you are free to rove on your ticket, 
BUT 

16.30hrs. Last train from Cheltenham Racecourse leaves.  
16.35hrs. Last train from Broadway leaves.   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Rover Tickets for this visit are Adults £15.30; Senior Citizens £14.40. 
Please ensure you have the correct money on arrival. 

If paying by cheque, it should be made payable to GWSR PLC. 
 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
To book your place on a 'first come' basis because 'when they are gone,they are gone': 

MA7C Visit to the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam Railway  at Toddington 0930hrs 6.6.'18 
Name(s):..........................................................    Tel:....................... 

Email:............................................................. 
*The 'Flag and Whistle' restaurant at Toddington is already fully booked with two large parties. It is 

suggested therefore that members bring a picnic which we  can enjoy by our cars in the station 'yard'. 
 

Return to:R.Bremner-Smith, Tanglewood, Cleeve Prior, Evesham. WR11 8JY 
It is expected that you will arrive in your Austin 7. 

 
*************************************************************************** 

Redditch Needle Museum "Wartime Remembered" Sunday 20th May 2018.  

 
I am hoping that half a dozen or so MA7C members will be able to join us this year at Redditch for an enjoyable day. 
Entry will be free for display groups and in addition eligible for free cups of tea/coffee throughout the day and free sandwich 
and crisps for driver and 1 passenger at lunch time. You will also be able to wander around the museum and polishing mill 
which could be in operation. 
Only display vehicles are allowed on the site, but a period bus will be running a free shuttle service between museum and the 
Abbey Sports ground public car park for visitors. 
Please email me with your Name and that of your passenger(s), your telephone number plus Vehicle make/model/year and 
registration number and confirm you are in MA7C and that the car is insured.      Thanks, 

David Bowlas ( MA7C new member.)tel : 0121 427 3480  mobile 07740 173672, email 
david@davidbowlas.co.uk 

 

mailto:david@davidbowlas.co.uk


Austin 7’s Back to the Track 

Saturday 17
th

 march coincided with the return of the Beast from the East. The weather was threatening 

snow and temperatures were minus below… Curbourough being the outskirts of an old airfield was even 

more extreme. That didn’t deter intrepid Austin 7’ers however. There was a good turn out some having 

driven up from south of London in their 7’s. Early runs were popular interrupted by flurries of snow. 

Various tweaks and adjustments were tried to combat the weather; not often you a racing car with a 

radiator muff! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You didn’t need a racing car to take part 

and probably a roof was a good idea 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The going at the sides of the 

paddock was a little soft…as 

this discovery found out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The meeting is free to spectators and well worth a visit; perhaps join in to watch or compete next year. 

 

 Hero of the day… the lady in the café who kept everyone supplied with drinks and hot food and a little 

shelter from the wind. Still a successful day out, for most, before it came to a slightly premature end. 

 

(Thanks to Andy Lowe) 

 



Practical Classics Restoration Show NEC       Andy Lowe 

The club was represented with a stand organised by Ian Devey and Rik Bishop. They chose to show a Ruby 

brought along by Colin, which was his first event after getting the car; talk about jumping in the deep end. 

To one side was Charlie Plain Jones racing car and to the other Ian’s Speedex. The idea being with one of 

these, you could build either of the others. Accompanying this was a board with examples of tuning parts. 

Also a sectioned engine which the public seem to enjoy turning over and explaining the operation to 

astounded wives and small children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to all those who took part. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 
Austin Dealers Douglas Alderson of the Dorset A7 Club is trying to pull together a list of Austin Dealers who 
originally sold the A7 and would like to include information on the dealers and dealers’ badges. If any MA7C 
member has an original dealer’s badge please email Douglas a photo of the badge or other information. The first 
draft of the list of Austin Dealers and Service Agent is now on the web, at: 
http://www.da7c.co.uk/History%20Section/austin%20dealers% 20list.pdf  
Douglas can be contacted at douglasalderson@ntlworld.com       (reproduced from BA7C magazine, with thanks) 
 
Also reproduced from BA7C magazine. 
 
FBHVC Issue 1 2018  

Roadworthiness Testing You may be bored with reading about this topic but everything you have previously read 
has been to keep us informed of the progress of negotiation. The following information spells out the 'actual 
approach of the Government to the implementation of its obligations under the EU Roadworthiness Testing 
Directive and how it will affect the UK “MOT” test as it applies to Historic Vehicles and specifically Vehicles of 
Historic Interest (VHIs).' The following is the departmental guidance document issued by the Department for 
Transport.  
This is what you need to refer to from 20th May 2018: Vehicles of Historical Interest (VHI): Substantial Change 
Guidance Most vehicles manufactured or first registered over 40 years ago will, as of 20 May 2018, be exempt from 
periodic testing unless they have been substantially changed1 . Large goods vehicles (i.e. goods vehicles with a 
maximum laden weight of more than 3.5 tonnes) and buses (i.e. vehicles with 8 or more seats) that are used 
commercially will not be exempted from periodic testing at 40 years. A vehicle that has been substantially changed 
within the previous 30 years will have to be submitted for annual MoT testing. Whether a substantially changed 
vehicle requires re-registration is a separate process. Keepers of VHIs exempt from periodic testing continue to be 
responsible for their vehicle’s roadworthiness. Keepers of vehicles over 40 years old can voluntarily submit vehicles 
for testing. Keepers of VHIs claiming an exemption from the MoT test should make a declaration when renewing 
their vehicle tax. The responsibility to ensure the declared vehicle is a VHI and meets the criteria, rests with the 
vehicle keeper as part of their due diligence. If a vehicle keeper is not sure of the status of a vehicle, they can 
consult a marque or historic vehicles expert, a list of whom will be available on the website of the Federation of 
British Historic Vehicle Clubs. If a vehicle keeper cannot determine that the vehicle has not been substantially 
changed, they should not claim an exemption from the MoT test. 23 The criteria for substantial change A vehicle 
will be considered substantially changed if the technical characteristics of the main components have changed in 
the previous 30 years, unless the changes fall into specific categories. These main components for vehicles, other 
than motorcycles2 , are: Chassis (replacements of the same pattern as the original are not considered a substantial 
change) or Monocoque bodyshell including any sub-frames (replacements of the same pattern as the original are 
not considered a substantial change); Axles and running gear – alteration of the type and or method of suspension 
or steering constitutes a substantial change; Engine – alternative cubic capacities of the same basic engine and 
alternative original equipment engines are not considered a substantial change. If the number of cylinders in an 
engine is different from the original, it is likely to be, but not necessarily, the case that the current engine is not 
alternative original equipment. 1 If the type of vehicle is still in production, it is not exempt from periodic testing. 2 
Further arrangements for motorcycles may be introduced, including if core testing standards are considered further 
internationally. The following are considered acceptable (not substantial) changes if they fall into these specific 
categories:  
• changes that are made to preserve a vehicle, which in all cases must be when original type parts are no longer 
reasonably available;  
• changes of a type, that can be demonstrated to have been made when vehicles of the type were in production or 
in general use (within ten years of the end of production);  
• in respect of axles and running gear changes made to improve efficiency, safety or environmental performance; 
 • in respect of vehicles that have been commercial vehicles, changes which can be demonstrated were being made 
when they were used commercially. In addition if a vehicle (including a motorcycle):  
• has been issued with a registration number with a ‘Q’ prefix; or  
• is a kit car assembled from components from different makes and model of vehicle; or  
• is a reconstructed classic vehicle as defined by DVLA guidance; or  



• is a kit conversion, where a kit of new parts is added to an existing vehicle, or old parts are added to a kit of a 
manufactured body, chassis or monocoque bodyshell changing the general appearance of the vehicle; it will be 
considered to have been substantially changed and will not be exempt from MOT testing. However if any of the 
four above types of vehicle is taxed as an “historic vehicle” and has not been modified during the previous 30 years, 
it can be considered as a VHI. This guidance is only intended to determine the testing position of a substantially 
changed vehicle, not its registration. 24 How to declare a vehicle for the 40 year MOT exemption Vehicle keepers 
are required to ensure that their vehicles are taxed when used on a public road. From 20 May 2018, at the point of 
taxing a vehicle, the vehicle keeper can declare their vehicle exempt from MOT if it was constructed more than 40 
years ago. When declaring an exemption, you will be required to confirm that it has not been substantially changed 
(as defined in this guidance).  
This process will be applied to pre-1960 registered vehicles, as well as newer vehicles in the historic vehicle tax 
class. If the vehicle does not have an MOT and you wish to continue using it on the public roads, you will have 
either to undergo an MOT or, if you wish exemption from the MOT, to declare that the vehicle is a VHI. If the 
vehicle has a current MOT certificate but you anticipate that on expiry of that certificate you will wish exemption 
from future MOTs you will at the time of relicensing be required to declare that the vehicle is a VHI.  
How to tax your vehicle in the historic vehicle tax class where vehicle keepers first apply for the historic vehicle tax 
class, it must be done at a Post Office. If you are declaring that your vehicle is exempt from MOT, you will need to 
complete a V112 declaration form, taking into consideration the substantially changed guidelines, (as defined 
above). 
 Further re-licensing applications, including making subsequent declarations that the vehicle does not require an 
MOT, can be completed online. Advice (not part of the Guidance) What do I need to do if I am responsible for a 
vehicle aged more than 40 years old and first registered in or after 1960?  
From 20 May 2018 most of these vehicles will not need a valid MOT certificate to be used on public roads. You still 
need to keep the vehicle in a roadworthy condition and can voluntarily have a test. We recommend continued 
regular maintenance and checks of the vehicle. You need to check whether the vehicle has been substantially 
altered in the last 30 years, checking against the criteria (in the guidance above). If it has been altered substantially 
a valid MOT certificate will continue to be required. If you are unsure check, for example from an expert on historic 
vehicles (list referenced in the guidance). If you buy a vehicle, we also recommend checking with the previous 
owner if you can. The registration number of a vehicle should not be used to determine if the vehicle is a VHI as it 
may not reflect the vehicle’s age (cherished transfers, reconstructed classic vehicles etc.) The registration certificate 
(V5C) is more authoritative, but there are specific cases for example related to imported vehicles where in some 
cases the age of the vehicle would not have been captured at point of registration. If your vehicle does not have a 
current MOT certificate and is exempt from needing an MOT test you will need to declare this each time when you 
apply for Vehicle Excise Duty. For large vehicles, see also the later sections. 25 
 What do I need to do if I am responsible for a vehicle first registered before 1960? These vehicles are currently 
exempt from the requirement for a valid MOT certificate to be used on public roads. Most, but not all, will continue 
to be exempt. You still need to keep the vehicle in a roadworthy condition and can voluntarily have a test. We 
recommend continued regular maintenance and checks of the vehicle. You need to check whether the vehicle has 
been substantially altered within the last 30 years checking against the criteria (in the guidance notes). If it has 
been substantially changed, an MOT certificate will be required for its use on public roads from 20th May 2018, 
even if the vehicle has previously not required an MOT. If your vehicle does not have a current MOT test certificate 
and is exempt from needing an MOT test you will need to declare this each time when you apply for Vehicle Excise 
Duty. If you are responsible for a large goods vehicle (more than 3.5 tonnes) or a public service vehicle (with 8 or 
more passenger seats) used commercially, you will require a valid test certificate if the vehicle has been 
substantially changed in the last 30 years or if, in the case of a goods vehicle, it is used when laden or towing a 
laden trailer.  
Which old, large vehicles do not require testing from 20th May 2018? Buses and other public service vehicles with 8 
or more seats that are used commercially are exempt if they are pre1960 vehicles. This is still the case from 20th 
May 2018 unless they have been substantially changed. Buses that are not public service vehicles over 40 years old 
are exempt from 20th May 2018 if they meet the new definition of “vehicle of historical interest”. Large goods 
vehicles (of more than 3.5 tonnes) are exempt from testing, if first used before 1960 and used unladen, but 
provided (with effect from 20th May 2018) they have not have been substantially changed. A small number of pre-
1960 large goods vehicles will require goods vehicle tests. If they have never been tested, owners will need to apply 
for a first test using a VTG1 application form. This includes contact details for DVSA, which can be used in the event 
of practical problems, for example concerns about testability and finding a test centre. Some separate exemptions 
from testing in full or parts of the test are relevant to some old, large goods vehicles. For example steam powered 



vehicles are exempt from testing. Another example is in respect of the petrol driven historic lorries, all spark 
ignition (petrol) vehicles over 3.5tonnes are exempt from a metered check in the test. This document has been 
written by DfT.  
The DfT Guidance and Advice above is reproduced in full but I have not included the FBHVC article introducing it. If 
you wish to see the full article please go to FBHVC website via http://fbhvc.co.uk/ members-pages/newslette-
archive/ or contact me for a paper copy if you have no internet access.   
 
Thank you to Steve of BA7C for the reproduction this article. 

 

Rally Scene 2018. 

March brought varying weather conditions which scuppered a lot of events but not the NEC between 23 
and 25 of the month. Having attended Crufts a few weeks before I was prepared for long queues to the 
car park and could not believe how easy and quickly the whole process was. Over the three days there 
appeared to be a good attendance throughout. One observation from the auction activity was that the 
vast majority of lots sold, some just below or within reserve. However, notable exceptions were a 1966 
split screen camper achieving almost double bottom estimate and a 1948 Jaguar 3.5 MK IV drop head left 
hooker doubled top estimate. Enough waffle from me, so I will leave you with these snap shots.  

 

                                                                                                      

 
Busy all days there was a lot of interest, generally, for all exhibits. 

Although a lot still to do, this Atlantic is reaching a satisfactory conclusion while ignoring the high flying A7. 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fresh delivery this split screen Morris convertible was 

 clean in all respects and a credit to the marque.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Although isolated in a corner 
 away from all others this  
 drew a lot of attention. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This series 1 was accompanied  
 
by a restored  
example, before and after,  
this one appealed more.  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Road locomotives, traction engines, always draw my  
attention and this one was the business. Sporting bears had a similar one you could operate  
for a modest donation. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

A7 stand. Members in relaxed mode, 
 Andy in the chair while Ian explains technical details. 

 

 

Rikk Harrison. 

 
 

 

 
 
WANTED.   Paul Briggs is looking for an Ulster replica, preferably running, as a project to 

replace his recently sold Frogeye Sprite.  
 
If you know of anything, please contact Paul on 01159 609511. 

 

WANTED.  Austin 7 Box or Tourer, pre 1935, to use for trials and scenic runs, so definitely not class or 

concourse  winner. Preferably one for restoration, or had mechanical failure, or part completed project to 
finish.   Please email details to david@davidbowlas.co.uk or telephone 0121 427 3480, or mobile/text 
07740 173672.  

FOR SALE. 

1935 Ruby Saloon, not driven recently, as it been under cover in car port for last 3 yrs and prior 
to that very limited mileage for previous 4 yrs. Interior good, but few blemishes on bodywork. 
Engine would not start (it was a damp day and battery was flat) but turns over ok. Looking for 
£6000 but might accept reasonable offer. 
 Car located in Kings Norton area. Contact Sonya Joynes 07496 994976. 
 
TRADE ADVERT 
Trademarque Tools is an Automotive hand tool and garage equipment wholesaler whose roots date back to the days of Britool 

when they were the Automotive division of Britool Ltd.  The company has since changed its name and has been trading as 

TradeMarque Tools for the last 17 years.  The Britool Hallmark range is exclusive to them and has a rich history.  For more 

information, please click the following link: http://www.trademarquetools.co.uk/britool-history.  They offer, also, many other 

premium brands including Facom, Sykes Pickavant, Beta, Sealey, Laser, Ingersoll Rand, PowerProbe, Irwin, Expert by Facom, 

Draper, Dewalt, Genius, Foxwell and Elwis Lighting to name just a few. 

 Other benefits we offer our customers include: 

 • Over 50 top brands at the best possible prices   • Generous discounts available     • Friendly & reliable service 

• Exclusive brands• 1000’s of special offers • Large stock holding 

 If any member is interested in opening an account with us, please call John Knight, the Managing Director, on 

07831 642510 or e-mail him at john.knight@trademarquetools.co.uk 

  

 

mailto:david@davidbowlas.co.uk
http://www.trademarquetools.co.uk/britool-history
mailto:john.knight@trademarquetools.co.uk


Ed. We didn`t see any Austins on our recent trip but Keith did bump into a member from the South Australia club. 

The Great Debate      A poem taken from Baby Torque, Australia           

 It was Sunday morning and the grandkids were jumping on my bed, saying c’mon Grandad, it’s time to go and see 

Mrs Teraci, at the Austin Seven Shed.  

She always gives us yummy treats and juice she pours out from a jug,  And just before we leave her place, we get a 

nice warm hug.  

So we all pile in old Aussie and I’m hoping the kids will all behave,  as all the modern cars speed past, they give a 

friendly wave. 

 I was thinking of the parts I need to Keep Aussie at her best, because the Harvey run is coming up and that’ll put her 

to the test.  

We pull in, park the car and I start walking down the drive,  the blokes are all standing round, I could see Tito and 

Hugh and Brian and Steve and Ang and Tom and  Clive. 

 As I meandered down I wondered what the conversation will be today, it’s looking pretty animated cause everyone’s 

having their say.  

 I wondered could it be the price of iron ore and how it is in a trough, or about the housing industry and how it has 

taken off.   

Or how the Aussie dollar just won’t buy what it would not so long ago,  Or how the clowns in parliament are putting 

on a show.   

Or could it be about how the trouble in the middle-east slowly but surely mounts, but as I get closer I hear “has you’re 

Seven got a coil or magneto, that’s what really counts”.  

 Well Tito was on his soapbox, saying Primrose has been around Australia and her magneto never missed a beat, 

From freezing cold Tasmania to the stinkin Darwin heat.  

He recently took her up to Carnarvon, a feat  which would have made old Herbert proud,  where he chauffeured in an 

astronaut, to the delight of the waiting crowd.  

 I chimed in with my story of magneto woe, about how I nearly missed the Gin Gin run cause my car just wouldn’t go. 

 It was late at night and there was no spark and I thought our plans were about to spoil, but then I had a bright idea, 

I’d fit a flamin’ coil. 

 Well there was banging and crashing from inside the shed and I heard Tito mutter under his breath, If you did that to 

a Chummy ya mongrel, you should be put to death.  

We all know about the Austini clan, it has been in the Baby Torque news, and the last thing I really wanted, was an 

offer I can’t refuse.  

But all was good because I found the spark and the magneto’s still in place, so when the next Spares Shed rolls 

around, I should be allowed to show my face.  

 And then there is Hugh, who threw Emily’s magneto away,  Tito waggled his finger and said my Boy, you’re going to 

regret doing that one day,    

Well it all came back to haunt him on the Christmas run just past,  when Emily’s coil packed it in, and Hugh and 

Nicole they turned up last.  

 Now I am sure your Austin doesn’t really care what pokes the spark on down the wire, and makes it jump the spark 

plug gap to set the juice on fire. But looking round the cars outside, there’s both coils and magggys on display, and 

they obviously all must have worked okay, cause we all made it here today!   

Gordon McManus’ award winning poem.     (G`day guys and thanks.) 


